Adaptation to powered flight in birds, that evolved from striding quadrupedal reptiles, was achieved by the evolution of two main features: morphological changes that patterned the wings from limbs, and the transition from alternate gait to synchronous flapping. Comparative genomics analysis revealed that dozens of syntenic gene clusters were deleted in the evolution of birds form reptiles. We hypothesis that the evolvement of wing flapping is a direct consequence of the genome size reduction, either loss of genes or enhancer elements. We found that the gene encoding the repulsive axon guidance molecule Ephrin-B3, which serves as a midline barrier for midline axonal-crossing of excitatory interneurons in the mouse spinal cord, is missing in chick. Notably, mice null for Ephrin-B3 hop by synchronous gait. Neuronal circuits, at the lumbar (legs) and brachial (wings) levels of the chick spinal cord, were revealed by utilizing targeted expression of reporter genes in specific spinal interneurons and via limb-injected trans-synaptic viruses. We report axonal decussation of excitatory and pre-motor interneurons at the brachial, but not lumbar, spinal cord. Midline crossing at the lumbar spinal cord is obstructed by an avian-specific ovoid gelatinous mass, termed glycogen body, inserted at the dorsal midline of the lumbar spinal cord.
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To challenge the role of the loss of Ephrin-B3 in decussation of axons at the brachial level, the mouse Ephrin-B3 was expressed at the dorsal midline of the chick spinal cord. Dorsal midline axonal crossing was impeded following Ephrin-B3 expression. Hence, supporting a role for gene-loss in shaping the circuitry at the wing level in avian spinal cord. The consequence of circuity alteration, via ectopic Ephrin-B3 expression, on wing flapping is currently being tested. The peristaltic movements, blood flow and secretion in the gut are controlled by the enteric nervous system (ENS). Despite the critical role of distinct enteric neurons for normal gut function, little is known about their molecular identities and subtype specification during the development. Birth-dating studies have shown that different types of enteric neurons are generated from progenitors at distinct time points during development. This indicates that the competence of the enteric progenitors to differentiate into specific neurons changes during the development, and this should be reflected in their gene expression profile. Moreover, since different neurons are generated sequentially, the gene expression profile of the entire ENS at different stages should include differentiation markers of distinct neurons. To decipher the gene regulatory networks governing the generation of distinct neuronal subtypes we have performed a temporal transcriptome analysis of lineagetraced enteric populations. This screen identified a large number of transcription factors with potential regulatory functions during neuronal subtype diversification. Out of these transcription factors we have performed detailed expression pattern analysis in mouse, human and chicken for proteins of the homeodomain and SRY gene families. We will present loss-and gain of function experiments that allow us to understand the function of these genes in general and specific aspects of enteric neuronal differentiation. An increased knowledge on normal ENS development will allow us to develop novel cell-based drug discovery platforms and therapies for ENSlinked disorders. Voltage-gated potassium channels regulate ion transports across plasma membrane and, therefore, play an important role in cell proliferation and maintenance of homeostasis in sensory cells. Recently, we used mutant analysis in zebrafish and demonstrated that the Kcnb1-Kcng4b axis has a novel developmental function in regulation of formation of the brain ventricular system with Kcnb1 activity driving an expansion of the brain ventricles and Kcng4b modulating this activity (Shen et al., 2016) . In parallel, a role of Kcng4b in organization of the intersomitic vessels has been recorded suggesting that the Kcnb1-Kcng4b axis acts in development of other organs, where these genes are expressed, namely the ear, lens and eye chambers. In the ear potassium plays an important role in coordinating detection of sound, motion, and gravity. This supports an idea that K channels may play a role in development of hearing and locomotion in 3D space. Indeed, the otic vesicle is affected in the Kcnb1 mutant embryos resulting in hearing defects and uncoordinated balance movement. Ongoing experiments aim to reveal a role of the Kcnb1-Kcng4b axis in development of sensation for sound, motion, and gravity in further detail. Preliminary results of this study will be presented. 
